
REBT, Buddhism and Universal Self Acceptance

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy is a type of “talk therapy”, psychotherapy clinically proven to be more effective 
than medication for treating insomnia, depression and several other psychological issues.  It is based on the 
idea that emotions are triggered by thoughts and beliefs.  The first type of cognitive therapy was Rational 
Emotive Behavioral Therapy ( REBT ) invented by Dr. Albert Ellis.   Buddhists believe that lessening 
suffering involves learning to see “the three marks of existence” ( annicca, anatta, dukha ) happening in life. 
Dr. Ellis also believed that unhappiness could be alleviated by learning to identify 4 types of irrational thinking 
and cultivating “Unversal Self Acceptance” ( USA ) which overlaps Buddhism's “three marks of existence”.

Dr. Ellis believed that “self esteem” was an irrational and harmful concept for reasons similarly found in 
Buddhism.   Many psychologists believe that self esteem issues help or exaccerbate most mental health 
issues.  Dr. Ellis advocated replacing the concept of “self esteem” with “Universal Self Acceptance” (USA)

Notes From
“The Myth Of Self Esteem:  How Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy Can Change Your Life Forever” 
by Dr. Albert Ellis.  ISBN 1-59102-354-8

Self Esteem
  - is conditional self acceptance  - it is impermanent ( annicca )
  - If you succeed at what you value, you feel good about yourself  
  - If you fail  at what you value, you feel bad about yourself

Conditional Self Acceptance is not PRACTICAL because it
   - has to keep being renewed - impermanent
   - will make you anxious about failure as feeling worthy is at stake
   - will inhibit your performance as you will become anxious about failure
   - will eventually make you feel unworthy because everyone is fallible

Conditional Self Acceptance is not RATIONAL because
  -  because there is no universal standard of "worth"
  -  because what is worthy varies by culture and even individuals
  -  because one person isn't any more qualified to judge a quality than another

It is IRRATIONAL to judge any person, because you can't see all of a person
  -  you would not judge a book before you read all of it
  -  you can't know ALL of a person's past,present,and future qualities ( anatta )
  -  every person has many aspects, not just their performance in one area
  -  most people can't see all of themselves clearly, let alone others
  -  no particular set of actions completely defines who a person is – anatta

Unconditional Self Acceptance
- is accepting yourself, unconditionally, regardless of your circumstances
- is granted by you and only you have the power to take it away.
- is obtained mostly by being stubbornly determined to get it.
- is obtained by remembering that you are not your behavior or your performance
- is obtained by only rating performances, never rating people.
- is obtained by feeling good about yourself regardless of performance
- is obtained by focusing on enjoying your life rather than measuring up.


